
Sample Menu:
Breakfast: Regular breakfast, TAP muffin, or diet cheesecake.

Meal 1/Meal 2: 1 slice of challah/matzah, 1 protein (or combination of 2) + vegetables. 
OR no challah, or just a bite of challah and then a starch such as 1⁄2 cup of rice, a baked potato, or the TAP kugel.

Through the day: “bank account”
X amount of fruits, 2 snacks, and a treat (can be used in any order, strategically)

How can I prepare? 
Cut things, bag things, portion things, etc. in bigger quantities so you have enough for several instances, 
and do it all ahead of time. 

What should I choose? 
Collect healthy recipes that both you and your family can enjoy and/or pull out an extra pot for your own 
dish since you’re already cooking anyway.
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While holidays are loads of fun, they come packed with goodies that may bump 
you off track but don’t worry, as I’ve compiled some tips and recipes to help guide 

you through Rosh Hashanah.

● Eat/drink ONLY the minimum required amount of challah and grape juice.
● Portion your plate. ONE protein (or a combo of two), a small serving of starch (unless challah is 

your starch), and lots of vegetables. 
● Fill up on a healthy, nutritious snack or a light meal during long stretches between the meals.
● Always try to avoid sitting at the table by a meal for hours. 
● Change the flavor in your mouth to let you know you are done with the meal. 

Regarding Simanim: Use symbolically only.

Simanim:
Apples:1 apple as one fruit.
Raw honey: 1-2 tablespoons as part of your treat allowance.
Dates: 1 ounce as one fruit.
Pomegranates: 1 cup as one fruit. 
Lychees: ½ cup.as one fruit
Fish head: Protein
Star fruit: 4 star fruit as one fruit.

Wishing everyone a happy and healthy new year.


